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All the same jokes you loved in
Junior High, only now you
actually get them.

Words! Art!
Featuring: Punctuation Marks!
...And more!

Ask Doc Koala
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It gives you an excuse to put your dick in the freezer
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Sometimes we all just need a little good advice from a good person. The Koala is
not good, has no good advice, and isn’t even a person. Ask him anyway!
Dear Doctor Koala,
I am 400lbs (or so) overweight. Is it wrong for me to continue to eat while hundreds if not thousands
starve in Africa.
Thank you,
-A little bit chubby
Dear Completely Average,
Many people in this country are under the misconception that they are, for lack of a better
phrase, too big. However, with the guidance of Einstein’s Theory of Relativity, one’s mass may
only be approached in and of the perspective of the mass that perceives matter. Thus, you are
not too big, but rather, everything else is just too small. The next time you see some pansy 165pound skinny kid, tell him to quite puking up his lunch. After all, no-one is taller than he who
flattens everyone else.
Dear Koala,
My parents are getting divorced and I’m only 12 years old. I don’t know if I can handle all the pressure.
What should I do?
-Ashley

Dear Stripper,
Parents get divorces all the time! Where did you think hookers come from? Don’t be alarmed that your mommy and daddy don’t love each
other (i.e. YOU) anymore, because I’m here for you. If you want to talk, I’m here. If you want to send me your number, and give me your
address, and a time of day I could stop by, then that’s ok too. Just make sure you’re alone.
Dear Doctor Koala,
I have undergone strange replies whenever I bring up my interest in Beastiality. Is Beastiality immoral?
-Kurious Kat

Dear Kitty Kat
Honestly, who do you need to take criticism from when it comes to your sexuality? No-one, that’s who. If you, as an attractive female, and
your attractive female beasiality-loving friends are interested in, say, marsupials, there is no reason why a willing and able mascot for a
comedy newspaper should not be in a drunken six-way right now. As the song goes, you and me baby ain’t nothin’ but mammals, but unless
you like spitting, don’t mate with no camels.
-San Diego’s Most Eligible Bachelor
Dear Koala,
I recently found little red bumps around my lady-parts. Do I have an STD?
-Concerned for my Genitals
Dear Bitch,
Your Koala Staffers
I told you to stop calling! I’m clean, do you understand? Clean! Leave
me alone, you sex fiend, and stop trying to ruin my life!
Costco Hotdogs with Relish, Mustard and a Free Coke
-Honest Doctor Koala

Alex T, Zach C

Wal-Mart Creme Brulee
George L
Ikea Meatballs with Ikea Headache
Eric O, Caitlin M, Maggie P, Dan L Zim, Joe, Brittni
Target Shit-on-a-Stick
Katie S, Jamez H, David M, Chuck
Aztec Market E. Coli
SamSkillz, JRhodes
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Koala Top Five Lists

Top 5 Reasons to Push a Cop’s
ATV into the Ocean
1) You wanted to see if pigs can swim
2) You got sand in your speedo/vagina/anal
cavity and you forgot your vagisil/Preparation H/Speedo butter
3) It’s Labor Day
4) You don’t think the city has the balls to
ban drinking on the beach
5) Because the slip n slide got closed down

Top Nine Reasons Baseball Sucks
1) The 1st Inning
2) The 2nd Inning
3) The 3rd Inning
4) The 4th Inning
5) The 5th Inning
6) The 6th Inning
7) Long lines
8) The 8th Inning
9) The 9th Inning

Top Five Fake Majors for Picking
Up SDSU Chicks
1) Puppy Rescue and Rehabilitation
2) Woman Studies
3) CIA Secret Agent
4) Orgasmologist
5) Marine Sociology
6) Playing Doctor

Top Five Pimp Proverbs
1) If you can’t take it up the butt, get out of
the kitchen
2) Anything that doesn’t kill you can be
cured with antibiotics
3) All that glitters is probably a tranny
4) A slapped ass never boils
5) You can catch more hos with money than
you can with vinegar
6) You’ve made your hotel bed, now you
don’t have to lie in it, but you do have to
pay me for the entire hour
7) Fool me once, shame on you. Fool me
twice, I will beat your face into a pile of
bone shards and grizzle using a sock full of
gold chains
8) Before you criticize a ho, steal her her
shoes.
9) A douche a day keeps the cooch stink
away
10) A bitch slapped is a bitch learned
11) If you eat the whore’s pussy, you’ll be
full for a day. If you fuck her pussy, you’ll
itch for a week.

Top Five Things To Do With a Dead
Grandma
1) Eat all the candy in her purse
2) Put her in a wheelchair and go to the
front of the line at Disneyland
3) Crack into the underground San Diego
Bingo scene
4) Throw her off a freeway overpass in
Alaska so she’ll get run over by a reindeer
5) Turn her dentures into a wind-up toy
Top Five Problems With Being
Colorblind
1) Can’t tell the difference between herpes
and pimples
2) You prefer blondes
3) Can’t tell when you’re pissing blood
4) Constantly being shot at by your own
gang
5) You can never see the breathtaking color
in the Koala
6) You can never find the red light district
Top Five Reasons Not to Hang Out With
Hellen Keller
1) She always moans about everything
2) She’s not blind, she’s just trying to feel
me up
3) She only watches “Lifetime”
4) She’s a fucking commie
5) She’s a total cock blocker
Top 5 Reasons Not to be a Suicide
Bomber Right Now
1) The retirement package sucks...just kidding
2) No job security
3) That is like, sooooooo 2001
4) “Hannah Montana” is on next
5) Suicide shootings are more American

Bottom Five Names to Have in Certain
Situations
1) ‘Perry Plegic’ at an award ceremony for
gymnastics
2) ‘Mary Aguido’ at an Italian owned Bridal
store
3) ‘Ivanna Havesyphillis’ as an SDSU student
4) ‘Krystal Meth’ at a graduation ceremony
5) ‘Kottyn Picker’ at an NAACP meeting
6) ‘R. Kelly’ at a slumber party
7) ‘Richard Simmons’ anywhere
Top Five Ways to Tell You’re in a Godzilla Film
1) You’re on Monster Island and it doesn’t
strike you as strange
2) Everyone’s mouths are moving way too
fast for the number of words coming out
3) Tokyo destroyed ... again!
4) Someone left a 30-foot floater in the
Pacific.
5) You live in Tokyo and your apartment
building is now being eaten or made love to

6) You fight to the death with both a “Space” and a “Mecha-” version of yourself in order to maintain exclusive rights to destroying your own planet
7) You’re six inches taller than everyone
else
Bottom Five Things to Give a Hobo
1) Respect
2) Meaningful assistance
3) A foot massage
4) Eye contact
5) An infant child
6) A fortune telling
7) Canadian change
Top Five Reasons to Hate
Peyton Manning
1) His Master Card commercial
2) His Sprint commercial
3) His Direct TV commercial
4) His NFLshop.com commercial
5) Even though he signed with DirectTV,
we know he really likes Cox
Top 5 Reasons Not to Hate
Peyton Manning
1) His dashing good looks
2) His kid doesn’t have autism like Doug
Flutie’s kid
3) He’s not technically a loser anymore
4) You naturally hate Tom Brady more
5) (No other reasons exist)
Top 5 Things to Do When the Apes Take
Over the Planet
1) Go apeshit
2) Grow out your backhair
3) Learn sign language
4) Burn your copy of “Congo” on VHS
5) Hang out with Italians
6) Banana-flavored condoms
7) Get a bodyguard- fuck a fat bitch
8) Fuck the Queen of the Apes...Oprah
9) Challenge them to “Donkey Kong”
Top 5 Shitty Things to Do
1) Diarrhea
2) Hershey squirt
3) Blood
4) A fetus
5) Shitpoo
6) Placenta
7) Your girlfriend, during her period
8) Your girlfriend’s best friend, also on her
period, but who in the end is way cuter than
your girlfriend
9) Tell people you’re funny

How to Identify
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Meet the Princess.

On first glance you count
only 12 ribs, but don’t worry,
they’re all there. She has
more rhinestones on her sunglasses than brain cell connections, but who’s counting? If she’s in your class,
make sure to check your seat
for chihuahua droppings
before sitting down. Oh,
and she’s totally sorry about
crashing her latest BMW
into your car. Tee hee!

Too much makeup

Meet the Fatty. Oh, sorry, “curvy.”

This girl seems to always wear everything
and anything she shouldn’t...like spandex...
or tights. That’s pretty much all there is to
say about her, except that if you want to
find her on campus, you definitely will.

Tights

Baby-doll dress
Flats

Dress/
Skirt

Is she wearing...

Start
any		

Ponytail

UGGs

Stilettos

Meet Fairytale Girl. For her life hasn’t
changed since she was six, except of course for
major advances in My Little Pony technology.
She has no grasp on reality whatsoever, won’t
drink beer, and plays “dumb” to flirt.  In fact, if
she does have any grasp on reality, she’s pretty
dumb then too and is an easy lay. She wears the
same fluffy dresses as her My Size Barbie and
wonders why people don’t take her seriously.

Meet the Mouth Boarder. Wear-

ing a mini skirt and UGG boots, you may often
see her on the beach, yet never in the water.
She sports a bikini top instead of a bra, trucker
hats on ponytails, and the meanest sandal tan
you’ve ever seen. You can’t get her to stop talking about goddamn drum circles and wish she
would silence her Fall Out Boy ringtone.

Meet Blowjob Becky. You might

better recognize this girl on her knees with her
mouth full, but the mini skirt and stilettos should
jog your memory. She comes fully equipped
with a ponytail/handlebar and a sunglassesshaped cum shield. She’s never separated from
her sorority tote bag and her cell phone is always on vibrate.

the Girls of SDSU
October 8, 2007

Finding your sister’s G-spot
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Meet the Jock Without a Cock.

She doesn’t have a penis but she looks like she
should. You may have seen a pack of them running by in only their sports bras and workout
shorts, but you definitely didn’t look twice. You
probably hid in the bushes.

with

Sports bra
Is she wearing...

girl

Pants/
Shorts

Jeans
Pre-torn jeans

Skater shirt
Meet Nor-Cal Girl. Upon first conversation

you will find out she’s from Nor-Cal. She doesn’t wear
‘aviators’ goddammit, she wears stunners. She also
knows all the words to “Go Dumb” and automatically
thinks she’s “hella” harder than you are.

Mom jeans

Meet the Mouse. She’s the weird

girl who only ever opened her mouth to
giggle wildly at some obscure art reference
the teacher made. She likes flashy colors
like black, grey, and brown. You’ve never
seen her face from behind her unkempt
bangsa and she usually thinks she’s an
amazing artist or writer...there’s a very small
chance she is.

Meet the Scenester. She just

bought the complete Fall line from Hot
Topic and totally loves edgy punk music
like Avril Lavigne. Her lifelong dream has
been to snort lines of yayo off the chest
of an Abercrombie and Fitch model while
listening to Panic at the Disco. If you have a
bandwagon, she will jump on it.
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EFFIN’S now serves HARD EFFIN ALCOHOL!!!

VOTED BEST STUDENT
HANGOUT IN SAN DIEGO
		
- The Reader’s Best 2003

Now with
FULL LIQUOR

BEST EFFIN FOOD
IN TOWN!

BEST EFFIN FOOD
IN TOWN!

THE BEST EFFIN FOOD IN TOWN!
Beer & Cocktails
Pizza, Wings & Other Appetizers
Check out our coupon
in the Dollar Stretcher!

Pool Tables
Rockin Band
Steve Langdon

SUNDAY BRUNCH
Wake up after partying on
Saturday and come have breakfast at Effin’s.
It’s the best breakfast in the
college area.
Sunday specials all day!
Opens at 9:00am

DO
CH UB
EC LE
K!
!!

DAILY SPECIALS
MONDAY
MADNESS

X-Large Pizza
with a Domestic
Draft Pitcher
4pm - 10pm

$14.95

WING
WEDNESDAY

Hot & Spicy
Wings
“The Best in
Town”

35 C

FRIDAY
1/2 Off
Appetizers
from 4-7pm

TACO
TUESDAYS

“Great Big
      Effin Tacos.”

$1.50

THURSDAY

Party with Steve Langdon!
    “It’s an Effin Tradition!”

SATURDAY

Saturday Night Live
(with Steve Langdon)

NOW SERVING HARD LIQUOR

619 - 229 - 9800
6164 El Cajon Blvd.
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Fuckmesha, Welfarequa, and Pussyqua

Party Reviews

The Koala wants YOU
...to invite us to your party
editor@sdsu.koalahq.com

DSP Kegger 9/8/07
The last Saturday before school starts is upon us. While
kicking back on ONDEMAND and a bowl sounded like
the perfect evening, it was my obligation to go out and
drink someone else’s beer. On the walk over to Fraternity
Row I was offered one dollar for every drunk bitch in
heels I tripped. Unfortunately, those dollars were later
stuck into the jean skirt of some sorority slut getting a
little too frisky on more of the misc. couches. Intentions
honorable as always, I thought she might put that money
towards the chlamydia antibiotics she’s going to need.
So a couple dollars down and feeling defeated, I found
my friend Jenny. We chatted in one of the highest traffic
doorways, took a couple shots, downed a couple beers,
and slowly realized a good 85-90% of the people were
freshmen. Sorry guys, the wide-eyed wandering and
eager apologies for bumping into people gave you away.
Jenny and I discussed this appalling number of freshmen
and decided we must take advantage of this plethora of
very, very frightened boys. We made a pass at each and
every one of them that walked by. Most scurried away
rather quickly, a couple returned a very nervous “Hi” before scurrying away, and a few awkwardly lurked before
realizing that we were indeed indeed saying “Hey baby”
to everyone. About a third of the party verbally violated
and thoroughly scrared by us, we came to the conclusion that we are now (were?) cougars of the scene. But
first, beer! we need more beer! Knowing the kegmaster,
I walked right on past the twenty person line to the front
where i filled one cup, then the second, taking those last
sputtering dribbles of the bottom of the keg. Yes, I was
that jackass who cut everyone and then finished  off the
beer. My bad. I ended up in my own bed ready for sleep
thinking, “that was fun. I give it two asses.”

I needed a ride. I insisted upon a pick-up, which was arranged and soon after I was at an apartment surrounded
by people I don’t know. But I can make friends, one of
my many social talents. Once there, I ran into one of my
own ex-coworkers, (I’ll admit it, it took me a minute
to recognize you, and at least another 12 to remember
your name...I blame the fact that it was dark. and I was
pretty drunk, but shh, don’t tell.) and smoking an obscene
amount of cigarettes while simultaneously drinking
excessively. It is a cliche habit I fully embrace. So then,
I saw these people get pulled over nearby. At first I was
pretty sure the apartment party was being busted and I
was a flicker away from posting it across Montezuma and
hiding in the glass-walled parking structure elevator (of
course, right in the lion’s den as far as University Police
go, or, da U P, as I say) but then I realized that as opposed
to being victimized for underage drinking, I would get to
play witness to a speeding ticket. Burn, that’s all I have to
say. Granted, it wasn’t as good as when I thought a saw
some Mexican dude on the side of the road waving a gun
at police (I think it turned out to be a rolled up magazine,
but I still lied to my friends to make it more exciting,) but
it was still worth the scare. After taking a few shots in the
kitchen with my number one roommate, I woke up the
next day fully clothed to hear that the dirt and dust on my
jeans and shirt was directly attributed to my scrambling
up the semi-steep hill that serves as a short cut to my
house. Also, I had somehow acquired many new phone
contacts, people who’s parents felt it appropriate to name
them things like “jmpgdegh” and “pmbbbqu.” All in
all, this was one of my classier nights, and that, I hope,
speaks volumes about my life, and my character.
4 out of 5 asses.

Maggie’s Party 9/15/07
Parties are good when you walk in, someone shouts your
name, and someone else hands you a shot. Also a good
sign, the following conversation; “You want a drink?”
“Yeah, what is it?” “I don’t know.” Damn that was like
coming home again, except mom and dad never had a
bartender in the living room. We drank our liver silly for
a couple hours on the couches as people played endless
rounds of beer pong. Some good samaritans smoked out
this humble Koala staffer after a humble mention of my
position in the paper. And there you have it. Everything
else is really just frosting. There was beer and weed,
and thanks to certain debts owed me by the host of the
shindig, it was all free. That’s three free stars for all-night
booze and herb, automatically. I can’t give it more than
that due to an unfortunately drunk and irate feminist who
gave me a loud drunken rant in her kitchen. It doesn’t
constitute a minus star, however, because I was eating her
ice cream at the time. Thankfully I was not too drunk to
miss the excellent example of karma that was happening
around me. Nothing flashy or exciting, mostly the usual
routine of music and beer pong. Not to be a butthole or
anything. Three asses.

Berkeley Party 9/28/07
A few blocks up from Telegraph Avenue a ridiculous
amount of hobos congregate. While parking my car by
my friend’s apartment, the headlights shone on the sleeping bums. We tried to be quiet while walking past as not
to wake the homeless, but that was pretty much pointless
because of the shit load of noise coming from the party
we were making our way to. Upon entering, a variety of
asians and drinks were offered and quickly consumed.
The asians and I had a good time taking shots and talking about the usual asainy things (ie computes, anime,
korean films). My friend and I  joined the dance party of
bay rap in the hallway where, of course, everyone was
going dumb and busting out the bay dance moves. The
music selection was surprisingly entertaining with a few
cat stevens and natasha beddingfeild songs thrown in. I
made my way in and out of the party for a few blunts on
the old shitty mattress at the bottom of the stairs. Back in
the apartment, a game of King’s cup was bringing up the
noise level to the point where the hobos were defiantly
awake.  All in all, I would give this party three out of five
asses.

Co-Worker Party 9/28/07
So this night occurred at least a week ago (or thirty-eight
days...I’m bad with math.) It was one of my first nights
back at State, naturally I was pretty excited not to be
considered a Freshman anymore (by everyone except
those who had access to my first year scholastic record)
so I was planning on getting shitty. I promised my roommate I’d hit up a party thrown by some of her co-workers
so pre-partying was in order (God forbid I talk to any
strangers sober, they could get the wrong impression of
my character.) I called that one chick I live with, and the
phone was picked up by some one who sounded, well,
not so much like my friend and more so like a gentleman.

Lisa’s Entrance into the Second Decade 9/29/07
So I’m told Koala writers are not allowed to review
their own parties, but fuck it, let’s fill up some space. It
was a night not unlike these frosty autumn ones we San
Diegans have now become accustomed to. Twilight dare
now fall before eight, which mean we began drinking in the daylight. Plus one, right there. Despite the
fact that we have a full length tiki style bar featured in
our living room, we decided instead to have the guests
crowd around the mini table strouting from the wall in
the kitchen. This became especially frustrating when all
I want is a shot but I can’t through through the hordes of
pre-partied-out girls (far be it for me to scoff) and frat
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bros toasting to “gettin’ hammered!” This is when I pat
myself on the back for hiding a bottle of the classy vodka
in my room, reserved for the members of the party who
in fact lived on the premises. Alcoholic behavior? No, I
shared. In the backyard, beer pong was at full tournament
status and the outdoors couch and swing-couch acted as
the resident smoking area. Traditional clumps of people
engaged in small talk (Is there such a thing as largetalk?
If so, I would like to learn to do it) in the back yard and
the night progressed without any hitches. Our backyard
is particularly atmospheric, if you enjoy a great view of
the South side parking structure, which I surely do. The
best part of parties at our house is waking up to find that
people got creative with their empty cups. Through lack
of a trash can, the cups ended up on sticky-outy pieces
of palm tree bark and stuck on flowers from the bushes.
They also get scattered down the broad side of the hill
we walk on to get to school every day. Points for creativity. I woke up, still fucked up, swore, and with both eyes
closed worked my way to the kitchen. Whoever said
waking up fully clothed is inconvenient was a born liar. I
Helen Kellered my way to the bottle of Advil and opened
the fridge to find that every bit of consumable liquid had
been stolen the previous night except for a lowly halffull bottle of water. I quickly weighed the idea of herpes
with the concept of chugging pickle brine to swallow
with my painkillers. I took a chance and threw back the
water. Apparently I wasn’t the only one who had stashed
vodka. Half asleep, head pounding, I gagged down the
vodka and Advil. The good news is that the booze probably killed any and all of the AIDS virus on the Dasani
bottle. The bad news is that the nauseous event detracted
from the overall enjoyment of the night. Three out of five
asses.

Polack Party 9/29/07
So There I was playing Dungeons and Dragons, uhh,
I mean,”beer pong”, when I remember it’s time for a
fantasticly Jager-filled night of vomit and joy. Me and
my certainly NOT nerdy brethren venture forth upon the
homestead of Doug. Well, it’s me, and a wad of friends,
and this one dude I didn’t know, and it was a pretty fun
time, until everyone realized there were seven dudes...
and one chick. Yeah. That’s a sausage-convention, with
a guest-speaker Taco. Those of us who did not convert
to homosexuallity speant the better part of the evening
drinking, puking, and staring at the chick. But see, this is
where I don’t complain quite so much: this chick was not
ordinary-meh-she’s-pretty-hot type of hot. She’s the ridiculously-hot-asian-chick-who-wants-to-give-everyonelap-dances-much-like-a-stripper-but-without-a-desire-forone-dollar-bills type of hot. I should point out that anyone
with a really pretty set of physical female criteria, who
wants to give me free lapdances, is pretty okay with me.
It was also fun trying and failing to talk my friends out of
calling their ex-girlfriends, and asking why they wern’t
compatible anymore. Oh, oh, and trying to comfort someone who no longer seems to understand English. See, but
I’m making this sound like it was lame. It wasn’t: it was a
party made up of a bunch of my friends, and a really hot
chick that gave me lapdances. Furthermore, I was there
having fun, which automatically puts it up in the pretty
good party area. Four asses.
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Yes, I have sand in my vagina, and yes, that’s why I’m a little irritated
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Let’s be real, here. If you want any chance of getting published, ever, you have two choices. You can either join the
Koala, be funny and go to the meetings, or else you can talk some shit and be done with it. Drop it off digitally at www.
sdsu.koalahq.com or physically at any of our Personals Envelopes, located at every Peabody’s Coffee Cart on campus.

Attention dumb fuck in Music 345 at 4:00PM. STOP
Disrupting the class with your fucking inputs. Nobody
gives a shit that your fucking boyfriend from South
Africa that believes it should be called “North Africa”
and your fucking stupid question “how do you describe the movement of that woman’s hand?” when she
was playing a musical instrument. WTF do you think
she was doing, jerking off her hand? Its only the beginning of the semester and already your fucking annoying everybody. Nobody thinks its “cool” so fuck off!!!

To the new beautiful MKTG Professor. Fuck me...
To my sweaty ass nerd math professor: You teach like
shit! If I wanted to figure out how to do problems on
my own I wouldn’t go to college! Get a fuckin wig and
learn to teach.
your students

Dear Doug,
If there’s something I love more than being rudely
To the Editor of this Neat Newspaper. When the fuck
awakened by several car alarms every morning, it’s
you going to get off your ass and challenge those dick- walking into the kitchen to find your pale, shirtless ass
wade hairy nut nuzzline Bonch bags at the Daily Aztec drinking my water bottles (sure the empty one on the
to a game of the Gods so that they may see how much counter isn’t yours, buddy.) Please, keep up the good
better the Koala is?
work, without you I might actually enjoy spending
time in the common area.
Miss Theta Love in Ast 101 MWF 11:00
Much love, your ROOMIE!
How did you manage tog get a camel toe in jean
PS. Tell your mom thanks for dinner, but next time,
shorts? Thats a lot of fuckin’ fabric up your snatch.
she should make the obvious choice: abortion.
Are you really that loose? Do you get that from riding
a bike? Does your fuckin vajay-jay flap in the wind
dear not gods gift,
when you do? Go buy some bigger clothes and shut
you give bad sex. what a waste of a perfectly sized pethe fuck up, you are the most annoying part of my life. nis. i have nightmares about the events that took place.
-Cunt police
and barf in my mouth everytime i see you on campus.
ugh,
Fuck the Police!!
unsatisfied in san diego, bro.
(I don’t really mean it, it’s just really fun to say)

Are YOU Good Enough to be in The Koala?
The Koala
Age: 22 (in Koala years)
Occupation: Smut Peddler
Height: 3’ 2”
Weight: Not gonna lie, bbw
Turn ons: Being fed peeled grapes, being fanned by topless
women with palm fronds
Turn offs: Recruits with less than 36 hours of volunteer work
we can apply to sucking up to AS to get our office back
Recruit Info:
Volunteer Work:

More Volunteer Work:

This
Could
Be
You!!!

Volunteer Work You Actually Did:
Do the hitmen you know have a problem with killing university
officials?    Yes/No

But really, just come this Thursday from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00p.m. to
the tables outside of the Aztec Center foodcourt and Louie’s and
all that shit, and check us out. We’ll be the ones in the Koala.

